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Abstract—The Internet-of-Things (IoT) promises to enhance
everyday objects with computing, but rarely enables directly
authoring or composing that behavior. Lightweight IoT ap-
proaches attach identifiers (e.g., RFID tags) to objects to enable
networked services. Typically these tags are passive, and so,
depend on activity recognition and predefined context. This
limits interaction to invoking predetermined behavior. Instead,
this work presents The IoT Codex: a lightweight approach to
customizing everyday objects with IoT by enabling interactive
attachable IDs (aIDs) to compose software-supported behavior
in situ. This work contributes 1) paper engineering techniques
to construct aIDs that embody state, and 2) a tangible, end user
programming (EUP) language for customizing IoT within sym-
bolic and idiosyncratic contexts. Here, we provide preliminary
validation of our approach with an empirically informed design
space, sample applications, and a small co-design workshop. In
doing so, we offer preliminary evidence for tangible, end user
programming to enable meaningful control over IoT services.

Index Terms—paper interfaces, tangible user interface, end
user programming, RFID, customization, interactive book,
battery-free user interface, wireless backscatter

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to extend computing
to everyday objects like those in the home. Yet, these haphaz-
ard environments consist in a variety of artifacts and contexts.
To enable an IoT ecosystem in these environments, lightweight
approaches use attachable identifiers (aIDs) like quick re-
sponse (QR) codes, radio frequency identification (RFID), and
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) tags. These usually passive, aIDs
attach wireless communication to everyday objects to support
internet services, and typically depend on machine learning
models correctly recognizing intent to support higher level
interaction (see [14], [56], [57], [83]).

Yet, many home objects are part of idiosyncratic situations
that do not generalize. This makes characterizing significant
and repeatable activities suitable for recognizing interaction
intentions with an object difficult and calls for a need to
customize IoT. Often, home objects are used symbolically and
contextually situated within small group norms [101]. Family
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Fig. 1. The IoT Codex is a book of inexpensive, battery-free sensors and
interaction patterns to support linking everyday objects to software and web
services using stickers. To use, a sticker is selected, customized, peeled from
the page, attached to an object, and then invoked using its kinetic mechanism.

“clutter” organizes home life amid unpredictable schedules
and breakdowns in routines. This context is unlikely to yield
appropriate training data for machine learning (ML) [90],
[103]. Yet, many approaches need data close enough to new
cases for recognition. Even if this data could be collected,
the underlying representations of ML models make semantic
claims about household data that families need to be able
to recognize and manipulate to effectively engage with them.
However, activity recognizers’ internal representations persis-
tently prove difficult to understand [2], let alone customize.

We introduce a lightweight approach to customizing every-
day objects with IoT by enabling interactive aIDs to compose
software-supported behavior. Our system, The IoT Codex,
contributes 1) paper engineering techniques to construct aIDs
that embody state, and 2) a tangible, end user programming
(EUP) language for customizing IoT within symbolic and
situated contexts. As an interactive stickerbook, The IoT Codex
affords customizing, composing, and invoking IoT behavior



through interactive aIDs—called IoT Stickers—that embed
battery-free, wireless sensing in kinetic, paper mechanisms.
Below, we show how The IoT Codex enables authoring and
composing embedded computing applications for meaningful
control over IoT services.

II. RELATED WORK

We review smart home EUP, aIDs, and kinetic mechanisms
to show how paper engineering techniques could address
idiosyncratic smart home needs.

A. End User Programming for Home

Home life strains IoT’s EUP systems. Families want to
automate household drudgery beyond current toolkit support
[85]. Even common tasks, like making coffee, resist distillation
into a supportable routine [21], [99], as families improvise
schedules and negotiate breakdowns to accommodate one
another [21], [55], [85], [100]. Instead of AI-complete activity
support, home IoT should aid object-centered care, mainte-
nance, and repair to preserve possessions and creativity [19],
[22], [29], [47], [92], [93]. Family member roles and identities
are shaped through the selection, use, and placement of their
stuff, and could be eroded by centralized AI-complete systems
[42], [90], [100], [103]. Family ‘clutter’ gives the home a sense
of place and meaning, of what it means to program the home
and who should be responsible [6], [82], [90], [105].

Ignoring clutter, smart home EUP (SH-EUP) favors ab-
stractions that encapsulate control flow and simplify syntax.
For example, trigger-action programming (TAP) uses a form
for authoring conditional statements with a graphical user
interface (GUI) representing situated context (see [1], [23],
[73]). Yet, form filling techniques cannot handle complex
procedures [67]. TAP struggles with home processes and
sequencing needs such as grouping rules or adding temporal
and hierarchical dependencies [16]. While usability studies
criticize TAP’s syntactical ambiguity [27], [38], social context
may be more important. Most people borrow strangers’ TAP
recipes rather than author their own, and thereby expose
their home to security vulnerabilities and exploits [96]. TAP
inherits programming stereotypes that concentrate EUP skill
and control in one family member, even though shared access
is needed [65], [82], [100], [103], [105]. To do so, SH-EUP
should support 1) reflection on routines, 2) family emotional
connection, 3) attachable/detachable components, 4) use-based
debugging, 5) family feedback, 6) interpreting system state,
and 7) diagnosing networking problems [105]. Embodied
interaction techniques are needed to share SH-EUP control.

B. Concretizing EUP with Identifiers

Concretization shapes usability and sharing. Icons con-
cretize both visual meaning and control of executable pro-
grams [51]. When backed by a programming language, con-
cretized user interface (UI) elements coordinate parallelizing
team effort through shared components that can be reasoned
over and worked on separately [72]. Concrete UI creation in
situ can foster a climate in which more expert members assist

lower skilled members with gaining greater control over soft-
ware systems [26], [61]. Skill development can be scaffolded
by copying, reusing, and tailoring an expert’s pre-programmed
UI behavior [61], and nurtured with UI metaphors that com-
bine in ways—jigsaw puzzle pieces or magnetic poetry—that
balance abstraction with low-level exposure [39], [95]. Block
languages use a block metaphor to aid recognition over recall,
meaningfully chunk code, and constrain composition to avoid
errors [11]. They afford 1) drag and drop composition, 2)
interactive editing, 3) nesting with recursive tree structures,
and 4) geometrically preventing syntactic errors [80]. Yet, GUI
concretization for smart homes contradicts mental models of
installing home appliances and splits attention between screens
and the physical world [46]. Instead, RFID could enable a
tangible and mechanical approach [46].

EUP abstractions are not easily concretized with aIDs. As
an unpowered, passive UI without a continuous, system link
(e.g., QR codes, RFID), they are difficult to interpret due to
their weak preservation of manual interaction or isomorph
effects [35], [36]. For example, I/O Brush preserves manual
painting gestures [84] while aIDs’ commands mimic manipu-
lating a token [12], [36]. Machine learning techniques recently
expanded aIDs’ repertoire enabled gestural commands [56],
[57], [106], spatial layout [14], [35], [83], and shape deforma-
tion [43]. Physically severing aIDs enables bi-stability [37],
[45], [57], [108]. Or, a biased reed switch inserted between
RFID’s antenna and IC disables reads when 2 tags are close
[58]. These techniques support aIDs’ direct manipulation, but
introduce indirection by offsetting the system’s response both
spatially and temporally (e.g., screen-based output) [12], [35],
[36]. Indirection subverts the live feedback critical to block-
based programming’s success [81]. aIDs’ isomorph effects and
indirection undermine live feedback.

C. Kinetic Mechanisms for Live Composition

Kinetic paper mechanisms address indirection and isomorph
effects challenges. Their 3D moving parts provide live, inter-
active feedback without a screen [77]. Activating their kinetic
mechanisms can resolve uncertainty in aID detection and
generate enough kinetic energy to power embedded electronics
[44], [56], [87], [108]. A pop-up mechanism’s bi-stability
strengthens isomorph effects by embodying system state and
mapping to UI elements’ state machines [68]. Pattern lan-
guages for CAD modelling and mechanism design have drawn
on this feature of centuries of papercraft [5], [32], [54], [70],
[104], [109]. Recent work fabricates, assembles, and activates
kinetic mechanisms to test modelled behavior [8], [69], [97].
To date, kinetic mechanism research focuses on sensing and
shaping input, but these have not been used to enable EUP.

Interactive books introduce programming concepts with tan-
gible interaction [9], [48], [60], [88], [89]. Pop-up mechanisms
enable tangibly manipulating sensors [77]. Stickers support
tinkering and peel-and-stick construction of both circuits and
remote messaging [25], [33], [78]. Spatially arranging and
fitting together stickers scaffolds programming concepts like
sequencing and syntax [34], [79]. Their shape and page



slots limit how components fit together [34], [91]. These
familiar crafting techniques support user agency by enabling
proprioceptive control over dynamically mapping behavior and
the programming environment [52]. Interactive books leverage
paper engineering’s material constraints to expose and exclude
available actions.

III. DESIGN RATIONALE FOR THE IOT CODEX

We iteratively designed The IoT Codex to suit American
families’ idiosyncratic contexts and households. The design
rationale describes how family feedback, task context, and
home life shaped our redesign decisions for The IoT Codex.

Kinetic Mechanisms for Interaction: Kinetic mechanisms
enable aIDs to embody state. This visible state makes the
state of the system transparent and concretizes our system’s
programming abstractions in a tangible form (c.f. [24]).

Spatial Management: We enabled in situ tracking and
room-level support for interactive aIDs to accommodate how
families control the home’s rooms to nurture their interests
and manage family norms [17], [20], [101]:

• In Situ State Tracking: We created a more compact
footprint for aID’s paper-based interface to make them
easier to attach to and use with objects in situ. This gives
spatial management an implicit role: when aIDs attach
to objects and have a place, they can carry symbolic,
contextual meaning associated with their placement.

• Room Level Support: The RFID reader was moved from
a mobile platform to a stationary, room-based hub to
support interaction at the room level using the fixed,
sensing location of interaction with aIDs and a room-
level, sensing range. This aligns sensor setup with the
room level norms and control that families exert over
objects belonging to that room.

Grounded Patterns: Pre-programmed patterns and tem-
plates were grounded in common household objects instead
of employing interface metaphors. Grounding situates IoT’s
novel functionality in context and everyday object usage to
defamiliarizes domestic possessions and their related routines
(c.f. [4], [10], [13], [61], [100]).

Tangible Composition: aIDs were designed to be both
physically arrangeable and virtually composable with other
aIDs so that tangible composition supports thinking through
the process of scheduling and assigning household activities
(see editability for visual formalisms [67]).

Event-oriented Architecture: By hiding information about
triggers’ sensed data from related, reactive higher level actions,
TAP architectures hide uncertainty about what is sensed.
Instead, event-oriented architectures can 1) pass along uncer-
tainty information so that it can be resolved (see [62], [86]), 2)
enable developers to work with inputs, events, and behavior
separately (see [49]), and 3) enable an end user to directly
indicate to the system what to do (see [67]).

Summary: The IoT Codex design rationale translates find-
ings from participatory design with families to resulting prin-
ciples embodied in the sticker book.

IV. THE IOT CODEX

The IoT Codex houses a set of stickers—we call them
IoT Stickers—that enable embedding internet capabilities in
the environment by sticking them to an object. IoT Stickers
incorporate existing possessions into the IoT ecosystem (c.f.
[10]) by associating a unique identifier with both its physical
and digital counterparts. IoT Stickers employ RFID tags which
can be purchased for <$0.03 in bulk. These passive, radio tags
communicate a small amount of data—–the tag’s unique ID–
—when scanned by an RFID reader. In contrast to background
infrastructural sensing (see [41], [99]), IoT Stickers enable
explicit installation of wireless, network nodes by enlisting
user choice of what to attach them to and where. Although
minimizing time burdens, IoT Stickers do not eliminate the
choice and agency both necessary to family collaboration and
important for installation when modifying their home.

A. Sticker Fabrication and Operation

IoT Stickers are the codex’s interaction primitives. They are
the user interface building blocks for a user’s IoT application.
Like links developed for paper user interfaces (PUIs) (see [31],
[60]), IoT Stickers connect everyday objects in the home to
both other stickers and electronic programs. Below, we detail
the button sticker to illustrate the underlying architecture.

The button sticker—like all IoT Stickers—uses a layered
design so that electronics can be embedded in a fabrication
friendly manner (c.f. [74]). Each sticker type modifies a basic
set of layers: sticker paper, double-sided adhesive with a slot
for an RFID tag, and a top layer for aesthetic customization
like drawing, writing, or icons. We use RFID tags as a
proof-of-concept for cheap, battery-free, wireless electronics
capable of embedding digital data in our sticker book with-
out requiring a line of sight. However, many of The IoT
Codex’s conceptual properties—like scaffolding customization
and composition—could be adapted for other implementations
of an interactive book with aIDs (e.g., QR codes).

RFID Overview: RFID systems consist of readers and tags.
We use passive, ultra-high frequency (UHF) tags capable of
wireless communication up to a range of 11 meters with an
appropriate antenna setup. Prior work showed how a reader
and antenna could be embedded in form factors like a light
bulb equipped with a wifi RFID reader for easy home deploy-
ment [30]. Building on this, our work focuses on the tags and
interpretation of tag data. Passive RFID tags communicate with
the reader when it interrogates the environment by emitting an
RF signal in the 840-960 MHz range. When the tag receives
the signal, it communicates with the reader through modulated
backscatter—changing how the signal is absorbed or reflected
back to the reader in order to encode a unique tag ID.
Conductive material interferes with the tag’s communication,
and we use this property to represent IoT Stickers and their
parts as having a simple binary state: covered or uncovered
(for other manipulations, see [56], [87]).

Codex and Sticker Interaction Design: The codex houses
each sticker type in layered paper, fold-out sections to embed
other materials into the pages to facilitate interaction. Slots,



layered wax paper, and double-sided adhesive enable stickers
to be more easily removed and reattached. Imitation gold leaf
(ultra-thin copper foil) layers prevent a sticker from being read
by the reader when the book is opened. In contrast to aIDs,
we call this composite layered, paper device an IoT Sticker
(c.f., [40] for the kinetic mechanisms’ role in supporting
material-like v. machine-like interaction). For example, the
codex button page’s structure and text guides the user to peel
the sticker from the page and attach it to the object of their
choice to create a sticker button. Its blank face allows anything
to be written or drawn on it. The first button uses a logging
pattern to track events with user-specific meaning and function
with minimal user intervention (see [3], [59], [94], [98] on
the value and functionality of paper-based logging). When a
sticker is pealed off the page, the sticker’s introduction and
setup process launches. After setup, the sticker’s behavior can
be invoked. For the logging sticker, data is logged and an audio
chime plays whenever the user covers the sticker with their
hand. This progressive disclosure provides encouragement and
incentive to continue with the button setup process (see [102]
on the role of curiosity in EUP).

B. IoT Codex Architecture

Events and Event Handling: Implemented in C#, IoT
Codex’s architecture is event oriented by using an event
queue to separate hardware concerns from the rest of the
system. Unlike GUI event-oriented architectures that use semi-
standardized input hardware, the codex’s system has its own
hardware abstraction layer to produce events. To enable greater
interactivity, the codex supports manipulating parameters to
the actions carried out by stickers. Below, we characterize
The IoT Codex’s underlying architecture in greater detail. This
architecture could be extended or adapted to other interactive
books, tangible user interfaces, or other embedded computing
applications by researchers or programmers.

Hardware abstraction layer: The codex’s hardware abstrac-
tion layer interprets data from input devices that identify
objects (here, RFID tags) to produce events. The layer tracks
an object’s visibility to a reader and generates events based
on the identified object. In The IoT Codex’s implementation,
this layer manages connecting to a ThingMagic M6e RFID
reader, and so, also the book’s physical, sticker devices.
This layer interprets the reader’s RF interrogations to gen-
erate events. Unlike typical input handling—like key press
events—the hardware abstraction layer also generate events
when a previously identified object is no longer visible to the
reader. Since RFID reads can be noisy, the layer interprets
incoming tag read information before emitting events to handle
the reader occasionally failing to read visible tags. Bayesian
machine learning models can decide whether a tag is present
or not within 300ms [87]. Here, we use a simpler, time-based
hysteresis mechanism to stabilize reads (as in [56]). To do
this, a state machine tracks a tag’s current state as seen by the
reader and as seen across the reader’s multiple rounds of RF
interrogation. When an event is emitted, reader metadata—like
RSS and signal phase shift—are also passed along the event

queue so that sticker types have the information to make more
sophisticated interpretations of the reads (see machine learning
use cases in [56], [57]).

Life of a sticker object: The main component of the system
1) keeps track of the life of a sticker object, 2) dispatches
events according to a look-up table mapping identified objects
to the system’s sticker objects, and 3) both updates an object’s
state and invokes its behavior.

When The IoT Codex first detects an identified object,
it uses a look-up table to determine whether the associated
sticker object needs to be created. As we will detail later,
a single physical sticker can be implemented using multiple
parts which are identified separately, and which may become
visible or invisible when the sticker is manipulated. The
object’s associated Sticker object is instantiated at the first
appearance of an identified part. All of an IoT Sticker’s
identified parts are pre-registered and linked to a data structure
describing both the type of sticker object they belong to
and how it is to be instantiated. When instantiated, a sticker
registers the identifying information associated with each of
its parts in a second, lookup table. This table is then used to
dispatch events to the appropriate sticker object whenever they
arrive. The sticker responds to incoming events by updating its
internal state based on its state-machine and internal variables,
as well as invoking actions.

Actions: Like many procedural languages, the system es-
tablishes a set of parameter values, then passes them to
the relevant method/actions. These values can be determined
by expressions over literal values, variables (taken from lo-
cal and global variable spaces), constants, and immutable
values established at sticker instantiation. The system also
supports some unusual ways of establishing parameter values.
For example, parameter values can be established, yet asyn-
chronously evaluated. For example, some values need to be
obtained externally from services or sensors, and so, require
asynchronous communication. This necessitates pausing the
process of gathering an action’s parameters while the system
awaits the value. Similarly, for parameters supplied by the user,
the system must wait while it initiates interaction with the
user to get the value. In addition to asynchronous values, the
system enables parameters with values which are established
upon their first use, and then reused. This provides for lazy
or just in time evaluation which only ask the user to supply
these when it is definitely needed to be sensitive to the cost
to the user that it imposes.

Like asynchronous parameter values, we enable actions to
pause execution without blocking the full system. To do so,
The IoT Codex system employs actions in a way that is equiv-
alent to independent threads. We implement this internally
by breaking actions into “chunks” and providing a simple
scheduling mechanism for these chunks. For example, phys-
ically manipulating stickers can dynamically compose new
capabilities using the codex’s composition operations. Yet, the
UI abstraction is in one concrete form—the sticker—and does
not separate stickers from the (less concretized) actions they
perform. So chunking provides more flexible manipulation of



Fig. 2. All five stickers are shown—button, toggle, list, dial, and wrapper—with their kinetic mechanisms in use.

actions. To illustrate, suppose a date-time picker is combined
with an action invoking audio playback to schedule playback
at the specified time. In this example, action chunks support
scheduling the initial request to the user for a date-time and
deferring the later audio playback until the user chosen time.
So, it is sometimes necessary for the underlying system to pull
apart stickers and their actions.

Summary: The IoT Codex’s architecture supports manipu-
lating parameters and actions through proprioceptive control
over exposing/blocking tag reads. It does this through a
hardware abstraction layer that 1) produces events, 2) tracks
the life of identified objects (in this case, RFID tags), and
3) facilitates interactive manipulation of parameters through
advanced parameter types and actions that enable thread-
like control. The IoT Codex extends the power of working
with abstractions by concretizing the architecture’s central
abstractions of an identifiable object, stickers, and actions
to tangible form. Tangible interaction can instantiate sticker
objects, update their state, and directly supply parameter
values. The codex’s architecture enables a range of physical
sticker complexity so that tangible designs can transition
interaction from using pre-programmed patterns to tinkering
with a programming language.

C. Sticker Types and Use Cases

The IoT Codex’s form factor progressively introduces
5 sticker types. Page-turning sequences exposure to each
sticker’s complexity from the Button Sticker to the Wrapper
Sticker. By embodying the link between user interaction and
action execution in their kinetic mechanisms, IoT stickers’
physical complexity scaffolds customization techniques from
annotating/placing fixed form and function stickers to tangibly
composing small programs using Wrapper stickers. Below, we
describe each sticker type and examples we implemented to
validate our design space (see [53], [63], [66], [71] on design
space validations).

Button Sticker: As the IoT Codex’s simplest sticker, the
Button Sticker provides push button interaction to fire an
action. Physically “pressing” or “touching” it modifies the
embedded RFID tag’s antenna properties to block backscatter
communication. Since skin is conductive, the button sticker’s
press/touch action attenuates an RFID tag’s response. Simi-
larly, the other IoT Stickers’ kinetic forms are designed using
this binary approach of enabling or disabling transmission
of identifying information (here, an RFID tag). IoT Stickers

initiate action in response to physical sticker manipulation by
leveraging event reporting in the system architecture described
above. Changes in ID status drive a state machine for each
software-side sticker object, and so, its behavior.

RecordButton We implemented a RecordButton Sticker to
enable communication between remotely distributed people
through audio messaging. When unpeeled from the codex, the
RecordButton plays an audio file prompting the user to record
a message using a first use parameter. Covering it begins
recording and uncovering it stops recording. The recorded
message is then saved as a parameter to the button’s newly
bound play action. Subsequently, this action can be invoked
by pressing the button sticker.

Toggle Sticker: The Toggle Sticker has a slider mechanism
that selectively interferes with one of two tags. This operates
the tags in mutual exclusion of one another, and so, enables
the sticker to function as a simple user controlled conditional.

CatFeeding We implemented a CatFeeding Toggle to co-
ordinate family members feeding a pet cat by enabling a
situated message on the food container to track whether morn-
ing/evening meals were dispensed. As an IoT backed sticker,
toggling can simultaneously log morning/evening feedings
to track food supplies and update a shopping list when its
threshold is reached. This coordinated logging can enable
shared awareness of household chore and shopping needs.

List Sticker: The list sticker has a row of 3 RFID tags
covered by pop-up style flaps. Each flap lifts shielding away
from the tag. Flaps enable more than one active RFID tag at a
time so that this sticker can manage situations like a partially
fulfilled To Do list or choosing from a fixed set of values.

BedtimeList We implemented a BedtimeList to scaffold
children assuming responsibility for important routines. Con-
sider when a parent needs to be away from home during a
child’s bedtime routine. The BedtimeList can scaffold routine
and facilitate expressions of care. BedtimeList invokes an
audio action for each flap: 1) play a children’s audiobook The
Carpenter and the Walrus, 2) play a 2 min. teeth brushing
song, and 3) play the parent’s recorded good night message.
BedtimeList sequences the bedtime routine to scaffold be-
havior when the parent is absent. Even when an alternative
caregiver is around, the sticker supports modelling fluent
reading, hygiene behavior, and enables saying goodnight.

Dial Sticker: The dial sticker uses 6 circularly arranged
RFID and a rotating lever mechanism. This moving arm lined
with foil deactivates a tag by covering it. The dial arm selects



among a small set of values or states. This could control the
place of play in a video/audio file (c.f. audio stream access
with pixel access in [75]), manipulate 3D object rotation, or
scrolling. Dial stickers can also describe social relationships,
like identifying which person in a set is responsible for taking
some action like doing a chore.

PlaybackDial We implemented the PlaybackDial to control
audiobook playback since social reading rarely proceeds as a
linear activity from start to finish. We used 4 of the available
sticker slots to support 1. play, 2. pause, 3. unpause, and 4.
stop. The PlaybackDial enables an audiobook to supplement
a physical book’s text by providing functionality for reading
with audio on demand. With a cheap form factor, IoT Stickers
could duplicate this functionality for many books to encourage
development of visual literacy skills.

Wrapper Sticker: The Wrapper Sticker’s larger shape con-
tains a slot for another sticker to fit in it. Its software-backed
object modifies that of the slotted sticker’s action in a simple
and generic way. The Wrapper’s form enables concretely
composing and manipulating sticker behavior. For example,
a wrapper prompting the user for a date-time could support
1. Delay, waiting the specified time period before invoking
an action or, 2. OnlyOncePerDay, blocking subsequent action
invocations until the specified time passed. Wrapper stickers
modify existing sticker functionality through simple composi-
tions of sticker functions in a concrete and physical form.

SpaTimeWrapper We implemented the SpaTimeWrapper
to use IoT behavior to support temporary, leisure spaces
in their home. The wrapper has a date-time parameter for
scheduling the bathroom for a bubble bath so that the sticker’s
spa settings run on the date and time planned for. We imple-
mented the wrapper as part of a paper door hanger reading “Do
Not Disturb” that the user can punch out of The IoT Codex.
The slotted spa settings sticker plays a list of relaxing music.
The SpaTimeWrapper communicates a situated message on the
bathroom door to other family members, but also coordinates
IoT appliances at the scheduled time.

Summary: The 5 IoT Sticker types enable a tangible user
interface that can customize IoT behavior by modifying their
Parameters or Actions. Our implemented examples show how
The IoT Codex’s kinetic mechanisms gradually introduce more
complex, embedded computing capabilities by leveraging the
book’s sequential nature and encourage tangible manipulation
to tinker with the UI backed programming language. Each IoT
Sticker’s form factor associates the user’s physical manipula-
tion with computational actions to enable low-level control
without requiring mastery of low-level programming.

V. IOT CODEX DESIGN SPACE

The IoT Codex’s kinetic mechanisms introduce customiza-
tion by concretizing programming abstractions to generate
a design space (see Fig. 3). Each of 5 sticker types selec-
tively embodies customization techniques like remixing pre-
programmed behavior, first-use parameters, and composition.
A primitive movement vocabulary—annotating, peel-off to
initialize first-use parameters, and spatially arranging stickers

Fig. 3. The customization techniques supported by The IoT Codex’s architec-
ture and concretized with IoT Stickers’ tangible, kinetic mechanisms enables
a design space for tailoring IoT services to idiosyncratic needs.

to juxtapose behavior—supports customizing each sticker type
with personal meaning. Each IoT Stickers’ increasing, physical
complexity reveals the system’s support for more complex
customization through place making, kinetic manipulation, and
software composition. Below, we show how these techniques
tangibly introduce customization as the book progresses.

A. Concretizing Customization

All five IoT Sticker types use their material form factor to
embody meaning making, initialization of first-use parameters,
and juxtaposing sticker behavior. As with paper user interfaces,
personal meaning can be assigned to IoT Stickers through
drawing and annotation. Peeling an IoT Sticker away from
the page can initialize first-use parameters (c.f., lift-off design
[76]). This first-use response prompts the user to supply
parameters to customize the sticker’s behavior. For example,
we implemented a text-to-speech customization that shows a
dialogue box asking the user to supply a string to be spoken
by the speech synthesizer when the sticker is peeled off.
This parameter is stored by the system so that the sticker’s
subsequent invocations will cause the speech synthesizer to
speak that text. The RecordButton also shows similar first
use behavior, but does away with a keyboard and screen by
enabling audio-only interaction that readily supplements the
book and stickers’ tangible interaction.

Physically juxtaposing IoT Stickers begins composing IoT
behavior in more sophisticated ways. Placing two independent
stickers close together in context supports greater functionality.
For example, placing pre-programmed stickers together—like
logging and play-an-audio-file—can combine their behavior. A
set of stickers that play single notes can be combined to create
an instrument to play a song or turn everyday objects into
music-making devices. A set of logging stickers could create a
self-tracking application by logging different activities. When
set up to log time spent on work, chores, and play, a person
could track what they spend their time on. In sticker form,
this enables activities to be tracked in situ using the objects
most associated with them such as a laptop, refrigerator, and
gaming console. As needs evolve, the sticker form factor
enables removal and replacement with different IoT behavior.



B. Tangible Complexity for Introducing Composition

Each IoT Sticker’s tangible complexity increasingly em-
bodies more sophisticated programming composition. Kinetic
mechanisms, spatial grouping, and slotted construction intro-
duce tangible complexity to each sticker type. In its simplest
form, their base hexagonal design enables contextualization
through placement. Discretion over where a sticker goes and
what it attaches to leverages knowledge of social context and
ritual usages of place to embed the sticker appropriately. The
button, toggle, and list IoT Sticker types support place-making,
contextualization through their smaller footprint.

Kinetic mechanisms on the toggle, list, and dial stickers
vary the sticker’s behavior depending on which part is being
manipulated. These mechanisms selectively invoke different
sticker behavior by triggering that sticker part’s first use
parameter or the action bound to that part. Slot construction
guides composing objects together and is concretized in the
dial and the wrapper sticker embodiments. The dial leverages
turning of a slotted book page to sequence sticker placement.
A semi-transparent page with slots punched out in the shape
of simple stickers overlays a composition page—page printed
with sticker outlines—to limit where the dial’s composing
stickers should be placed (implemented with 4 instead of 6
composing stickers). Slots and page-turning constrain sticker
placement since the simple stickers can pass through the holes
of the overlaying sheet, but the dial arm cannot. So they must
be placed first. The second technique uses book interaction
to reify instantiating the dial sticker: the dial arm must be
torn along the designated page’s perforations and its related,
composing stickers are unpeeled. Similarly, holes, tearing, and
shape cue composing the wrapper sticker with another, simpler
sticker. The larger, wrapper sticker has a perforated, center
hexagon to be torn out to create a hole for the wrappee (the
simpler, smaller sticker) to go in. The wrapper is big enough
to hold another sticker—the size of three haxagonal stickers
together—to cue its ”wrapping” behavior. The wrapper also
uses a printed outline on a composition page to encourage
sticking the wrapper to the page first before sticking the
wrappee.

VI. DESIGN SPACE VALIDATION

For preliminary evaluation of The IoT Codex, we conducted
a 2 hr. design workshop to assess the generative power of its
design space (see [18]). It took place in a university setting,
and participants were compensated $15/hr. We recruited 3
participants through human-computer interaction listservs and
channels. We screened participants with a 2 minute survey to
verify whether they had taken core courses in human-computer
interaction or had comparable experience.

Procedure: Following the dialogue labs method [28], the
workshop focused on the feasibility of using the IoT Codex
to create home applications. First, participants were consented
following the IRB approved protocol. Then, they completed a
background survey on their demographics and experience with
creating interactive systems. Next, the researcher showed the
demo video of the IoT Codex, and then, introduced The IoT

Codex, each IoT Sticker type, and that type’s demo application
(7 min.). Participants were given chances to manipulate the IoT
Stickers and ask questions of the researcher (8 min.). Then, for
each of 3 design sessions, participants envisioned applications
for 1.) pre-programmed IoT Stickers, 2.) first-use parameter
IoT Stickers, and 3.) composing IoT Stickers together. Each
session was divided between 15 min. silent individual work
and 15 min. sharing of ideas with the group (total time 90
min.). Finally, participants rated their experience designing
applications for IoT Stickers.

Data and Analysis: We video recorded the study using two
cameras angled to record all participants. We hired a profes-
sional transcription company to transcribe the audio recordings
and then used thematic analysis to code the transcripts [15].

Findings

Participants: We recruited 2 female and 1 male identifying
participants ranging from 21 to 26 years of age. Two attained
a college level education and 1 a master’s. Two reported 1-2
years and 1 3-5 years experience designing interactive systems.

Customizing IoT Stickers to Participants Homes: The 3
envisioned controlling IoT context by assigning indefinite con-
cepts to IoT Stickers. A liminal space could be given context
by assigning IoT Stickers its place. P2 explained, “to be
contextual...I’d probably just stick it to the door or somewhere
in the entrance.” IoT Stickers could delegate responsibility by
assigning tasks to roommates (2 participants). For example, P3
employed toggle stickers to track whether roommates did their
chores. An IoT Sticker was assigned to the fuzzy category,
laundry, to track the task’s last stopping point (1 participant).
Assigning IoT Stickers to places associated with indefinite
concepts enabled tracking and contextualizing idiosyncratic
norms like arriving home, responsibility, or cleanliness.

All 3 participants thought IoT Stickers could en-
hance interpersonal communication and coordination. P1
remarked, “It fosters good communication. It can help
maybe avoid...passive-aggressiveness”. Reminding could be
offloaded to the system to coordinate shared contribution. P1
elaborated, “You can have the automated...‘bing,’ like, ‘system
has notified you that it’s your turn to do the dishes’”. In-
stead of automating reminders, participants wanted to leverage
system anonymity. For example, P3 added names to a few
button stickers and linked each to a toggle sticker tracking
whether a chore was assigned or done. P3 described using the
arrangement to visibly reveal who had not done their chores,
then pressing the linked button sticker to send a reminder
to the person who hadn’t when a discrepancy was noticed.
Besides chores, participants listed aspirational ideas like col-
laboratively planning a movie night or adopting a new skin-
care routine. In general, the IoT Stickers were envisioned as
a way to manage household communication and coordination
without creating a personal task to nag or manage roommates.

Concretizing Applications: Tangible manipulation con-
cretized IoT ideas and customized its behavior to context. P3
suggested, “attach[ing the sticker] to the washer or dryer.
It would need to be parameterized with what the object



is.” Kinetic initialization of first-use parameters scaffolded
envisioning program sequences and timing: “there’s someone’s
birthday coming up, and I think when you added this complex-
ity, it helped me concretize with that idea.” Though struggling
with first use parameters, P2 thought the codex’s page-turning
structure gradually introduced more complex programming
concepts. P2 compared the codex to “teaching a programming
language or something like that. We start with the simplest
feature that this offers you and give a very concrete example.
And then after introducing all of those through the booklet,
people can get more creative.” The IoT Codex’s tangible and
kinetic features made assigning IoT variables, behavior, and
objects to context a process of deictic reference.

Collaborative Tangible Composition: IoT Stickers’ embod-
iment enabled collaborative composition. P2 praised their
visibility: “the advantage of this digital, kinetic device, is
that you see what’s done there already.” The 3 participants
thought this could coordinate family members. P3 explained
how “the people closest to the control do the thing and make it
transparent across everyone else.” Shared visibility facilitated
collaboratively learning to translate ideas into applications. P2
exclaimed, “I think P3’s idea was really brilliant, on using
this to indicate two people.” Illustrating an idea was supported
by tangibly referencing an IoT Sticker. For example, P1 took
the stickers P2 had been using and arranged them on the
table to illustrate an extension of P2’s initial idea and ask
a clarifying question. Similarly, to describe composing two
stickers together, P2 picked up the dial sticker and rotated
the arm to show when to invoke behavior. IoT Stickers’
embodiment supported sharing a programming idea. IoT Stick-
ers’ embodied context enabled shared visibility and tangible
reference to support collaborating on IoT programming ideas.

Summary: The study uncovered preliminary evidence that
IoT Codex and Stickers’ embodied form facilitated assigning
indefinite context through customization and deictic reference
to physical user interface elements in a way that facilitated
collaboratively creating IoT applications. This provides pre-
liminary validation for The IoT Codex’s design space by
showing how the codex’s primitive movement vocabulary
and composition techniques facilitated generating ideas for
embedded computing applications for the home.

VII. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The IoT Codex introduces a lightweight approach to pro-
gramming embedded computing applications. By embodying
programming abstractions, The IoT Codex concretizes indefi-
nite forms of context and composing applications to scaffold
programming concepts and collaboration as needed to tailor
IoT to idiosyncratic norms. Below, we discuss future work
enabled by The IoT Codex as well as some of its limitations.

Identifiable tags: The IoT Codex’s system architecture
could support other kinds of input devices that can supply
a unique ID. Barcodes and computer vision techniques are
obvious extensions of this work (see [49]). However, recent
work on cheap, battery-free, wireless sensors opens up wider
opportunities for looking at other kinds of input devices for

the architecture: tags that are radio-based [107], triboelectric-
nanogenerator-powered [7], or textile-embedded [50]. If these
tags could be integrated with kinetic mechanisms that support
bistable states (like the triboelectric-nanogenerator of [44]),
this would open up a wider range for kinetic mechanisms to
support embedded computing applications.

Abstraction: The IoT Codex uses kinetic mechanisms to
balance abstracting low level details with supporting high
level composition. These map to a basic set of interactive
objects that serve as the architecture’s primary abstraction
so that it is quick and easy to compose a tangible interface.
These abstractions serve as an important contribution of toolkit
research. Yet, by hiding low level details, these very same
abstractions can create barriers for learners because they hide
the information needed to develop competence and expertise
[64]. This work’s focus on employing kinetic mechanisms for
shared visibility and tangible reference suggests opportunities
for new tangible kits to scaffold collaborative programming.

Limitations: This work proposed the IoT Codex for smart
home and ubiquitous computing applications, but our eval-
uation provide only preliminary evidence. Further work is
needed. For example, we assessed the Codex’s architecture
with a small set of tags at a time (<10) with supported
interactions concentrated in and around the book in a lab-
oratory setting. If the stickers were ubiquitously placed on
many household items, the system would need to handle
different materials, their potential interference (reducing the
read range), form factors, and challenges posed by old housing
stock. Future work should evaluate the system in an ecolog-
ically valid setting to uncover tag behavior in the presence
of differing materials, any related interference, and whether
multiple readers are needed for a room level read range.
Further, each section of the book was tested in isolation from
one another. A technical evaluation should be conducted to
understand the challenges that may arise when the book is
collated. Along these lines, this work has not yet tested the
IoT Codex’s deployment. Although the stickers’ affordances
have been well tested by the pop-up book industry, tangible
manipulation in an ecologically valid setting or large scale
user testing may introduce uncertain read data or false classi-
fications. Further study would uncover these.

CONCLUSION

Above, we presented The IoT Codex and provided a pre-
liminary demonstration of how it could support authoring and
composing embedded computing applications. The Codex em-
ploys paper engineering techniques to create EUP abstractions
and interaction techniques through a book of programmable,
kinetic stickers to convey an EUP language’s affordances.
The IoT Codex uses both shape and kinematics to constrain
authoring expressions. It thus contributes physical computing
techniques to aid in situ creation of UIs using wireless, battery-
free sensors for customizing IoT services. By supporting direct
specification of indefinite context, The IoT Codex shows a
way to associate IoT services with a dramatically wider set of
objects and tasks than previously supported.
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